
Payment Systems

BT10

	Jofemar offers the most practical and functional banknote
reader available, the BT10.

	Superior reliability in banknote recognition through optical and
magnetic sensors that analyse the banknote throughout its
length is combined with a mechanics designed for easy
banknote insertion and quick, effortless cleaning.

	This compact, discreet, easy-to-install banknote reader is
perfectly adapted to vending industry needs. Increasing your
machines' profitability had never been so easy.

Technical characteristics

	- Recognition of up to 24 banknote positions -six banknotes in four positions.
	- Three interchangeable stacker models -210, 375 o 500 banknotes- each with its own lock.
	- Mechanics capable of returning the last banknote should a sale not be achieved, thereby avoiding unnecessary delivery of change
coins.
	- Upward or downward stacker operation allows for installation in either orientation
	- Connectable to J2000 executive coin changers.
	- Jam detection and anti-return system.
	 

Compatibility

	- Three connection options: MDB protocol for vending machines, 12 volt validator connection with pulse delivery or RS232.

Structure

	- Access to banknote reading channel without the need for special tools, for easier cleaning and maintenance.

Cash-credit management

	- Four optical sensors, one magnetic sensor and advanced analysis software assure seamless identification of legal banknotes.
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Programming and management

	- Convenient calibration system built into the machine only requires stacker removal and replacement and the use of a calibration
sheet.
	- Banknote enabling and disabling via microswitches.
	- PC software-based new banknote and inhibition reprogramming.
	 

Options

	- Three different stackers models: 210, 375 o 500 banknotes- each
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